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MIXED FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR COMPRESSIBLE
MISCIBLE DISPLACEMENT IN POROUS MEDIA

SO-HSIANG CHOU AND QIAN LI

Abstract. A differential system describing compressible miscible displacement

in a porous medium is given. The concentration equation is treated by a

Galerkin method and the pressure equation is treated by a parabolic mixed fi-

nite element method. Optimal-order estimates in L and almost optimal-order

estimates in L°° are obtained for the errors in the approximate solutions under

the condition that h + (logh~' ) '2 —► 0. This condition is much weaker than

one given earlier by Douglas and Roberts for the same model. Furthermore, we

obtain the L°°(L (i2))-estimates for the time-derivatives of the concentration

and the pressure, which were not given by the above authors. In addition, we

also consider newer mixed spaces in two or three dimensions.

1. Introduction

We shall consider a two-component model for the single-phase, miscible dis-

placement of one compressible fluid by another in a reservoir Q. c 5 of unit

thickness. Let ci denote the concentration of the z'th component of the fluid

mixture, i = 1,2. Assume that the density pi of the z'th component and the

pressure p satisfy the equation of state in the form dp¡/pi = z(dp , where zi

is the constant compressibility factor for the z'th component. The Darcy veloc-

ity of the fluid is given by u — -|V/>, where k = k(x) is the permeability of

the medium and p = p(cx, c2) is the concentration-dependent viscosity. Let

D be a 2 x 2 matrix, D = y> dmI, where <p = tp(x) is the porosity of the rock,

/ is the identity matrix, and dm is the coefficient of molecular diffusion. The

model we consider is governed by the following differential system:

(1.1)

Here,

(a)   d(c)^ + V • u = d(c)^ - V • (a(c)Vp) = q,

dc     ,   . .dp
Tt+b¿c)Tt(b)   (9— + bx(c)-£ + u • Vc - V • (DVc) = (c- c)q.

c = cx = l-c2,       a(c) - a(x, c) = k(x)p(c)
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bx(c) = bx{x, c) = g>(x)cx yi-J2zjcj\ »

2

d(c) = d(x, c) = <p(x) J]] z^.,
7 = 1

a = the external volumetric flow rate,

and

c = the concentration of the 1st component in the external flow.

We impose the no-flow conditions on the boundary:

M -, (a)   u-o = 0 ondQ,

[     ' (b)   (DVc - cu) ■ o = 0   onÖQ,

where u is the outer normal to dQ.. In addition, the initial conditions are

, (a)   p(x,0) =p0(x),       X£Q,

{     ' (b)   c(x, 0) = c0(x),        x£&.

The differential system (1.1) under the conditions (1.2) and (1.3) has been care-

fully derived by Douglas and Roberts [4], using sound physical reasoning. In

[4], two numerical schemes for approximating the solution of the system (1.1)-

(1.3) were given. In both procedures the concentration equation (1.1b) was

treated by a parabolic Galerkin procedure. In their second scheme the pressure

equation was treated by a parabolic mixed finite element technique. The error

analysis of the procedures was carried out under the assumptions that the so-

lution is smooth, i.e., q is smoothly distributed, the coefficients are smooth,

and the domain has at least the regularity required for a standard elliptic Neu-

mann problem to have H (Q)-regularity, and more, if the piecewise-polynomial

spaces used in the finite element procedures have degree greater than one. Fur-

thermore, the coefficients a, d, <p are assumed to be bounded below positively.

The mixed space used in [4] is that of Raviart and Thomas. In this paper we

also consider the newer spaces such as the BDM space [3] in two dimensions,

the BDFM space [2], and the Nedelec space [8] in three dimensions.

Optimal L -estimates and quasi-optimal L°°-estimates for the errors have

been given in [4] under the conditions that the maximum diameters hc and

h for the "concentration finite element space" and the "pressure finite element

space," respectively, satisfy certain restrictions [4, relations (4.18) and (4.28)].

One of the purposes of this paper is to show that one can replace these restric-

tions by a much weaker condition (see (4.31 ) below) and at the same time obtain

optimal L -estimates and quasi-optimal L°°-estimates. In addition, those opti-

mal results hold for the newer spaces of [2, 3, 8]. Our analysis differs from that

of [4] in one fundamental aspect.  The mixed elliptic projection [4, equation
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(4.1)] is replaced by a nonlinear version of the elliptic projection presented in

[6].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2, we give the weak for-

mulations of the system (1.1 )—( 1.3) and discuss the associated finite element

spaces. Section 3 is devoted to the error estimates for the concentration equa-

tion. The error estimates for the pressure equation are derived in §4, and the

main results of the paper are contained in Theorem 4.1. In §5 we extend our

results to three dimensions. A relation (5.1) relating discretization parameters

is found, and optimal results are proved under this relation.

2. Weak formulations and finite element approximations

We begin by putting (Lib) into the following equivalent form:

dc
(2.1) (P-K--V- (DVc) + U-VC- b(c)V • u = g(c),

where b(c) - bx(c)d(c)    . Let (•, •) denote the inner product in L (Q.) or in
2 2

L (Q)  . Using Green's formula and (1.2), we have

-(b(c)V-u, z) = (b(c)u, Vz)+ i — u-Vc, z\ + (t^-m, z) .

Thus, the weak form of (2.1) is to find a map c: J -> Hx(Çl) such that

vdl 'z)+ (Z)Vc 'Vz) + ^" 'Vz) + ^c)u ' Vc ' z)

+ (B{c)-u,z) = (g{c),z),        z£Hx(il),

where e(c) = fc(c) + 1, B(c) = ff = 0, and J = [0, T].

Let H(div, Í2) = {v : v £ L2(Q)2, V-v £ L2(Q)} , V = {v : v £ H(div, Q),

v ■ o = 0 on dQ}, and W = L (Í2). Then the pressure equation (1.1a) is

equivalent to the saddle point problem [4]: find a map {u, p}: J -> V x W

such that

, (a)    (d(c)-£,wj+(V-u,w) = (q,w),       w £ W,

(b)    (a(c)u, v) - (V -v,p) = 0, V£V,

where a(c) = a(c)~x .

To handle the nonzero initial conditions imposed on p and c, we introduce

the following transformations:

c(x, t) = c*(x, t) + c0(x),       p(x, t)=p*(x, t)+pQ(x),

(2.4)        u(x, t) = [-a(c* + cQ)V(p* + p0) + a(cQ)Vp0] - a(c0)Vp0

= u(x, t) + u0(x).
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The reason for introducing these transformations is to validate equations (3.16)

and (4.22) below. Now (2.2) can be written as

(^,,)+,Z,Vc-,Vz, + (6-(c-,U-,V2) + (»V)"„,Vz)

+ (e*(c*)u • Vc*, z) + (e*(c*)u0 ■ Vc*, z) + (A*(c*) -u , z)(2.5)

(/*(c*),z)-(Z)Vc0,Vz),        z£HX(Q),

where

b*(c*) = b(c* + c0),       e*(c") = e(c + c0),

A*(c*) = B(c* + c0) + e(c* + c0)Vc0,

f(c*) = g(c* + c0) - [e(c* + c0)Vc0 + B(c* + c0)] • u0.

Similarly, (2.3) can be expressed as

(a)    (d*(c*)^r,w)+(V-u*,w) = (r,w),       w £W,

(2-6) (b)    (a*(cV,«)-(V. «,/0
= (V-«,p0)-(a*(c*)M0,u),        VGF,

where

a"*(c*) = ^(c* +c0),     a*(c*) = a(c*+c0),     r = a-V-M0.

The initial conditions for c*, p*, and w* can easily be seen to be

(a)   c*(x,0) = 0,

(2.7) (b)   p*(x,0) = 0,
(c)   w*(x,0) = 0.

Consequently, solving (1.1 )—( 1.3) is equivalent to solving (2.5)-(2.7). For ease

of notation, we shall drop the superscript * in (2.5)-(2.7) for the time being.

Let h-(hc, h), where hc and h are positive. Let Mh = Mh c Wx '°°(Q)

be a standard finite element space associated with a quasi-regular polygonal-

ization of £2 and piecewise polynomials of some fixed degree not exceeding

/. Thus, all standard inverse relations hold on Mh and the approximation

property

(2.8) inf \\z-zh\x    <Mhl\\z\\M z £Wl+X'q(Q),   l<a<oc,

holds, where \\z\\k     is the norm in the Sobolev space W '9(Cl). In the fol-

lowing we also use ||z||fc for ||z||fc 2 and ||z|| for ||z||0 2.

Suppose that Q is a polygonal domain. Given a quasi-uniform decompo-

sition of Q into triangles or rectangles of diameter less than h, there exist

Vh = v£cV and Wh = Wk cW for k >Q such that the elements have di-

ameters bounded by h . The boundary condition v ■ o — 0 on <9Q is imposed
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on V. . Assume that the following approximation properties hold:

(2.9)

(a) inf \\v - v.\\ -- inf \\v - vJ|r2,n,2

<Mhp\\v\\m,        l<m<k+l,

(b) inf||V.(t;-t;A)||<MAM(||t;||m-r||V.u||J,        1 < m < k..

(c) inf llu; - w, II < Mh™\\w\\m ,        \<m<k.

k k
The spaces Vh and Wh can be the spaces of Raviart and Thomas [10]

for k > 0, or the spaces of Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini [3] for k > 1. If the

Raviart-Thomas spaces are used, (2.9b) and (2.9c) are also valid for m = k+1.

The discrepancy in the range of the index m makes any attempt at handling

the two spaces of the same index k simultaneously rather awkward. Hence,

we will carry out the error analysis only for the Raviart-Thomas space of index

k . From now on we shall assume Vh x Wh to be the space of [10]. To obtain

results for the BDM space of [3], one needs only to replace every occurrence of

k by k - 1 in Theorem 4.1. This is so because the error analysis below depends

only on (2.9) and (4.6) (with obvious modifications on the range of the index

when the BDM space is used). Hence, any result in Theorem 4.1 obtained for

the Raviart-Thomas space of index k is also valid for the BDM space of index

k - 1. In other words, the error analysis for these two spaces are identical.

The semidiscrete finite element approximation for problem (2.5)-(2.7)

amounts to finding a map {C, U, 5} : / -> Mh x Vh x Wh such that

(a)    (^,z)+(Z)VC,Vz) + (è(C)c/,Vz)

+(¿(C)w0,Vz)-r(e(C)£/-VC,z)
+(e(C)u0-VC,z) + (A(C)-U,z)

= (/(C),z)-(Z»Vc0,Vz),        z£Mh,

[C)^,w)+(V-U,w) = (r,w),        w£Wh,

(bii)    (a(C)U,v)-(V-v,P)

= (V -v,p0)-(a(C)u0, v), V£Vh,

(c)    C(0) = 0,        5(0) = 0.

From (2.6) and (2.7), we have

(2.11) (V.u,p0)-(a(0)K0,i;) = 0,        v£V.

Then, setting / = 0 in (2. lObii) and using (2.10c) and (2.11), we obtain

(2.12) U(0) = 0.

3. Error estimates for the concentration equation

In the analysis below, all functions of c are assumed to be extended outside

[0, 1] in some smooth fashion.

(2.10)
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Let us introduce an elliptic projection of the solution of (2.5) onto Mh, which

is a map c: J -+ Mh defined by

(3.1)
(DV(c - c), Vz) + ((c(c)V(c - c)) • (u + u0), z)

+ X(ü - c, z) = 0,        z £ Mh ,

where X will be selected large enough to ensure the coerciveness of the bilinear
rl,

form on H (Í2). By standard results on the finite element method for elliptic

13], we

d(c-c)

problems, and by [5, 7, 12, 13], we know that

-.2

c-c\\ +
dt

+

(3.2)
< Mh'c+X    \\c\\l+x +

dt2

Ôc

dt

(c-c)

+
/+1

+ hc\\V(c-c)

d2c

dt1

(b)    \\c-c\\0oo<Mhlc+x(\oêh;x)r\\c\

l+U

/+l,oo »

where

■c0   when / > 1,

when 1=1.

Using the inverse relations on Mh , we know for z £ Mh that

V^-C
dt

<
0,oo

V§-t(C-z) +
0,oo

< Kh~

< Kh'2

d ,-      ^
dï{C-z)

d ,-      ,

dï{C-C)

+

+

VWt(c-z)

^(c-z)

d i        ^

dl{C-Z)

+
0,oo

0,oo

+

+

a

0,oo

0,oo

vö7(c-z)
0,oo

+
*§? 0,oo

Choosing z as the interpolant of c in Mh , we see from the above inequality

that

V^-c
dt

<Kh
i-1

0,00
KH/+1 +

dc_

dt
+ h

i+\

d
dlc +

/+!, "i? 0,oo

This shows that ||V|¿c||0 ^ is bounded. In a similar fashion one can show that

ll ,co and Id/l'll0,oo are bounded.
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Write Ç = C -c, Ç = c-c, subtract (2.5) from (2.10a), and apply (3.1) to

obtain

^,z)+(Z>V£,Vz)

= (f(C)-f(c),z)-^,z^j-(b(C)U-b(c)u,Vz)

- ((¿»(C) - b(c))u0, Vz) - (e(C)U • VC - e(c)u -Vc,z)

-((e(C)VC-e(c)Vc)-u0,z)

-(A(C)-U-A(c)-u,z)+X(C,z),        z£Mh.

Differentiate equation (3.3) to show that

=(^(/(c)-/(c)),z)-(,0,;

^-t(b(C)U-b(c)u),Vz

(3'4) -(^t(b(C)-b(c))u0,Vz

^-(e(C)U-VC-e(c)u-Vc),z

-(jL(e(C)VC-e(c)VS)-u0,z)

^(A(C)-U-A(c)-u),z)+x(^(A(C)-U-A(c)-u),z)+X[^,z),        z£Mh.

By selecting the test function z = §f, and using the boundedness of ||c|j

and || |f ||,     , it follows from (3.2) that

i d ( da d¿:\   /n„0í _ôî

<K {K\\2 +
dt :

(3.5)

nr2)-(¡-t(HC)U-b(c)u),^)

-(l(b(C)-b(c))u0,vfj

- ^(e(C)U -VC -e(c)u-Vc),^j

-^(e(C)VC-e(c)Vc)-u0,^

-{^(A(C).U-A(c).u),d^).
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Next, observe from (3.2) and the inequality ab < ea + b /4e that

(3.6)

j-t(b(C)U-b(c)u),V^

t^f^-^f,

Hm-m)ftyÄ

<K

<e

dt

dt

di

0,oodt

+ IIÍII +

+ tf|llíll2 +

+ 1     lit/-Ml

dÇ
dt

dç

dt

+

+

d(u-u)
dt

di

/+i

dt

+

+ h

+ 1     lit/-Ml
0,oo /

d(U-u)

dt
+ h

21+2

Similarly,

(3.7)

^.(e(C)U-VC-e(c)u-Vc),^

de._,, öC ,TT      ,   _^,    de.^.dC     _„
-(C)-(c/-M).VC + -(C)-M.VÍ

+—(C)    \. sVVc + (—(C)- — (c))— w-Vc, -±
de' dt

M
dcK   '     de

de

dt dt

[e(C)U-V-^+e(C)(U-u)-Vd

+(e(C)-e(c))u-V

+ [e(C)d-^pl.VC+e(C)d^.n

d£ dj,

dt' dt

,  ._,       , ..du   _     dÇ
+(e(C)-e(c))—-Vc,-±
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where

|(0^-»)-vc,2f

(3.8)

<

+ £<C$tf-„,-V<.ff

+ de ,~.dc IT.      .   _„   5^
^(C)-(L/-u).V^,^

<A-||C/-m|
0É
9i IIVÍH +

0,oo

0^

<Ä"
oí
9Z

+ i Mlivíll +
0,00

9<ï
Oí

0,oo

2

livíll +
Ö«
dt

+
di

dt

+ \\U-u\\

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

de.^.dC     _,   <9¿;

K-4-i)

</:oí

<e V^
dt

e(C)

+K\

d(U-u)

<K

di

v

dt

dt

+ i   iivíir +
0,oo

'   di

di

dt

dt
+

di

dt

dt

0,co

\U-u\\ +
0,oo

di

dt

It/-M|

<K

<K

dt

d(U-u

-•i

dt

de

dt livíll +
0,oo

di
dt

di

dt \\nr +
0,oo

di
dt

+
d(U-u)

dt

The remaining terms of (3.7) may be treated the same way as above. Hence,

j-(e(C)U-VC-e(c)u-Vc),^

<£ V^
dt +K i\\i\r + dt

+ i
0,00

(3.12)
iiviir+an

dt
+ lit/ -Ml

+
d(U-u)

dt
Kh

21+2
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An argument similar to that used above can be applied to the remaining terms

in (3.5) to show that

1 d (  di   di\     L
ITt {'Tt'Tt ) + 2D*

V^
dt

(3.13) <K\\\i\\  +
di

dt
+ i hiv{ir +

0,oo

di

dt

+

+ \\U-u\

|2

rfU-u) + h
21+2

where Dt is a lower bound of D. Integrate the inequality (3.13) with respect

to time t to show that

di

dt
+fJo

<K

*§

>

ds

+ fJo

(3.14)

llíl|2 +
di

at + i
0,oo

iivÉir +
di

dt

+

+ \\U-u\<

Uu-< ds + h
21+2

Set t = 0 in (2.5) and (2.10a) and use (2.7), (2.10c), and (2.12) to obtain

(3.15) pA(C-c)(0),z

Let z = |f(0) in (3.15); then

(3.16) %»
<K ^(0)

dr '
<Kh

/+!

Adding the following inequalities

(3.17) \\i\\2 = l^t\\i\\2dS<^

(3.18) \\Vi\\2 = l^t\\Vi\\2ds<ejo

\\i\\2 +
d_i\
dt\

ds,

V^
0/

ds + K [' \\Vi\\7
Jo

ds
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to (3.14), we obtain

IIÍIIÍ +

(3.19)

ds + h
21+2

where

*1=*1      Hflll.co.
dc

dt
, c

1 ,00
/+1

dc

dt l+\

d2c

dt1
l+\'

4. Error estimates for the pressure equation

In this section we first give error estimates for the pressure equation. These

estimates are then combined with the estimates obtained in §3 to yield the main

theorem of the paper.

To estimate the errors in the approximation of the pressure equation, we

again introduce an elliptic projection in the sense of Johnson and Thomée [6].

Let (a, p) £ Vh x Wh be the solution of the system

(a)    (V-(u-u),w) + (p-p,w) = Q, W £ W,/!'
(4.1) (b)    (a(c)(ü-u),v)-(V-v,p-p) = 0,       v£Vh,

(c)    ÜM) = (p,l),

where (c, p, u) is the solution of (2.5)-(2.7).

To show the uniqueness and existence of the solution of (4.1), it suffices to

show that the associated homogeneous system has only the trivial solution. The

associated homogeneous system is

(a)   {V-u,w) + {p,w) = 0, w£Wh,

K ' ' (b)    (a(c)ü,v)-(V-v,p) = 0,       v£Vh.

Choosing w = p and v = ü in (4.2) leads to

(4.3) 0<a„(w, 0)< (a(c)ü, 8) = (V • Ü, p) = -(p, P) < 0,

where am is a positive number such that at < a(c). Hence, ü = 0 and p = 0.

In the analysis to follow we shall employ three linear operators:  the L -

orthogonal projections rh : H (Q) —* Mh and rh : W -» Wh, respectively de-

fined by

(a)   (<p-rh<p,m) = 0,       m£Mh,

1 ' ' (b)    (<p-r¿<p,w) = 0,       w £Wh,
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and the linear operator Th : V -* Vh having the property

(4.5) (V-(v-Thv),w) = 0,        w£Wh.

From [6] the following results are standard:

(a) \\(p-rh9\\<Mtic+ï\\(p\\M, l>\,

(b) \\<p-rK<p\\<Mhkp+x\\<p\\k+x, k>0,

(c) \W-\<p\\o,oo<Mhp+\^gh;x)x/2\\<p\\k+2, k>0,

(d) ||v-r^||<3/^+,||i;||fe+1) k>0.

Choosing w = p-rhp and v = U-Thu in (4.1) and adding the two resulting

equations, we have

(a(c)(ü -u),u- Thu) - (V • (8 - Thu), p -p)

+ (V-(ü-u),p-rhp) + (p-p,p-rhp) = 0.
P P

Use the properties of rh   and Th to show that
p

(V-(ü-Thu),p-p)-(V-(ü-u),p- rhp)

= (V • (8 - Thu),p -rhp)-(V-(U- Thu),p - rhp) = 0.

Then from (4.7),

(a(c)(8 -u),U-u) + (p-p,p-p)

= (a(c)(u-u), Thu-u) + (p-p,rhp-p)
P

<^||a-M||2 + ^||r/!zz-M||2 + ib--p||2 + i||v-jP||2,

and from (4.6),

(4.8) ||S - M|| + \\p-p\\ < ^+1{||m||,+1 + \\p\\k+x},        k>0.

Now we derive the L°°-error estimates. By (4.1b) and (4.4),

(4.9) (a(c)(ü-u),v) + (rhp-p,V-v) = 0,        v G Vh.

Thus, from [6, Lemma 1.2] and (4.8) we have

Wrh P-P\\o oo ̂  ^log/z_1||a(c)(8 - m)||
(4.10) " ' .    P

<Khkp+xloèh;X{\\u\\k+x + \\p\\k+x}.
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Consequently, from (4.6c)

(4.11)
IIP -Pilo,oc < \\P - rhpP\\0,oo + W\P "Pilo,«,

<Khkp + i\Ogh;\\\u\\k+x + \\p\\k+2), k>0.

As for the L2-estimates for §¡(u- u) and §-t(p - p), we differentiate (4.1)

in time to show that

(a)    fo.—{a-u),w) + (^t(p-p),wj=0,       w£Wh,

(4.12)       (b)    (q(c)A(m-m),í;) + ^(c)^(m-m),^

-\V-v,-(p-p))=0,       v£Vh.

Select w = |f -rh |f and v = |f - Th^f in (4.12) and proceed as in deriving

(4.8) to obtain

a(c)¡-t(ü-u),§-t(ü-u)) + (¡-t(p-p),§-t(p-p)

f.d.        ,   „ du     du
(a(c)-(M-M),rÄ---

da   ,dc d
j-c(c)^-t(u-u),-(u-u)

(4.13)
.'da..de.        .   du     rrdu\     (d,        .       dp     dp

i

+ *

^(M-M)

1
+ 2

du_Tdu
dt       hdt

+    M-M      +
dp__dp_
dt      dt

From (4.6) and (4.8), we have

9

(4.14)
g-((U-U)

+ at (p-p)

<Khk+Xl[\\u\\k+x + \\p\\k+x +
du

dt
+

k+\

dp

at k+\ }■
k>0.

Similarly,

(4.15)

d \ ,k+i
< Khp       \\u\\k+x + \\p\\k+x +

du

dt

dp

dt
+

Ifc+i

d2u

dt2

k + \

+

lfe+1 dt2 ife+i.
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Now we can turn to the estimate for the pressure equation. Let

n = P - p,    r] — P - p,    a = U — ü,    p = u-u.

Combine (2.6), (2.10b), and (4.1) to show that

(a) (d(C)^,w^+(V-a,w)

= (n,W)-(d(C)ft,W)
(4-16) / dp      \

-[(d(C)-d(c))°ft,w} ,        w£Wh,

(b) (a(C)a,v)-(V-v,n)

= ((a(c) - a(C))ü, v) + ((a(c) - a(C))u0, v),        v £Vh.

Differentiate (4.16) with respect to time to show that

dj

dt

dd,^dCdn      \
iôc-{c)miïï>w)

'' ¿tr^V       \     fdd.-.dCdndiQ^^j-^C)—-,™

§¡^C)-d(c)p,w

(4-17) -\[d(C)-d(c)]^,w\,        W£Wh,

(b)  („(c)^,,)-(v.»4
^-[a(c) - a(C)]ü, v\ + i[a(c) - a(C)]^j , v

d
at
da       dC

dc[^> dt

+ (— [a(c) - a(C)]u0 , v

(C)—a,v),        v£Vh.

Select the test functions w = |f and v = |y in (4.17), add the two equations,

and use the equality

d_

dt
(,(r,dn   dn\     J,(ryn   dn\     (dd      dCdn   dn
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to see that

(4.18)

I d
2

d ÍAtr\dn
Tt{d{C)JÏ>

dn   dn

It
.„do    da

<a(C)ä7'ä7

dji   dn_

dt ' dt

*\
dc

1 (dd.^.dCdn   dn\        ,,^d2n   dn

2 \dc dtdt ' dt

,^dCdn   dn\     (d.,.r. dp   dn\

- \[d(C) - d(c)]Ç^ , ^ j + ^[a(c) - a(C)]M,
da_

dt

.08   da
+   [a(c) - a(C)]— , Zr-   +    -[a(c) - a(C)]M0 ,

da      <9C

0/    ör

9(7

c*

9Z1

off

dt

<£
Off

dz
+£

dn

dt
+ IIÍII +

oí
9{

+ 0j/
0*

+
¿^

¿^
+ +

9C
¿>Z

I (dd      dCdn   d_n\ _ fdd      dCân   drç
"2 V"öc(  ' özaz ' dt)    \dc(  ' dtdt ' ~dt

da      dC      da

dl{C)-bla'Jt

Note that by the triangle inequality

dC

dt
<

0,oo

Ë1
dt

+
0,oo

ds
dt 0,co

By the boundedness of |||f||0 x and the known estimates of n and i, it follows

from (4.18) that

1 d ( ,ir,.dn   dn\
2 Tt[diC) JÏ>JÏ]

da

dt

(4.19)
<£

da

dt + Kl\\i\\¿ +
di

dt
+

dn

dt

di

dt
+ 1

0,oo

,    Il     II2 I    ,    L2l+2   ,    L2k+2+ IMI )+K   +hp
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which upon integration gives

(4.20)

dn

dt
+ fJo

da

dt
ds

<K
>

+
Jo

Hill +
di

dt
+

di

dt

dn

+ 1

dt

0,oo

+    ff ds

.   ,21+2  ,   ,2k+2
+ hc     +hp

Choose t = 0 in (2.6a) and (2.10bi), and subtract the resulting equations, to

show that

(4.21)

and

(4.22)

( §7 - % )

>
<K d_n

~d~J(0) <Khkp+X

Using (2.7), we see from (4.1) that p(0) = 0 and 8(0) = 0. Thus, 7i(0) = 0

and ff(0) = 0. The techniques used in deriving (3.19) from (3.17) and (3.18)

can be applied to (4.20) to show that

i   ii2 ,    dn
I'll    +    -g*    2 „2 f da

(4.23) <as:\\i\\ +di

dt

dt

+

ds

di

dt
+ i

0,oo

dn

dt
+   ff ds

+ h2J+2 + h2k+2l

Take a ( 1 + Kx)-multiple of (4.23), add it to (3.19), and use (4.8) and (4.14) to

have

\\i\\] +
di

dt
+ w +

dn

(4.24)

<AL\\it +
dt

di

+ ^jm^i:da

dt
ds

dt
+ 1

ivíir +

0,oo

di

dt
+

dn

dt
, ii   ii2 , í 2^+2+ ff   +K ds

,   , 2/+2   ,   , 2k+2
+ hc     +hp
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To estimate (4.24), we make the induction hypothesis that

di

at L2(J;L°°{a))

(4.25) +

HV£llrV;L2(íí)) +

dn

di

at L°°(y;L2(£2))

dt
+    ff

L°°(./;L2(ii))
L°°(J;L2(Cl))

+ h
k+l

<K2(hl;x+hk+x),    />i, fc>o.

Thus, from Gronwall's lemma we can derive that

\di
IIÍII¿00(y;//'(íi)) + at L°°{J;L2(il))

(4.26)

where

+ \\a\\L°°(J;L2(n)2) +

-      jr     /,   l+\        ,        1   k+l.
<K3(hc    +hp   ),

+ ll7rll¿-(y;Z.2(£i)) +

off

L2{J;L2(Q))

/> 1, fc>0,

dn

dt L°°(/;L2(il))

V^
dt dt L2(J;L2(Q.)2)

^3-^3 1^1.^2. INIwHik+I.

¡dp

du

dt k+\

d2u

dt1
k+\

dt

d2P

k+l

dt¿
k+V

Now we turn to the justification of the induction hypothesis (4.25). Obvi-

ously, (4.25) holds for t = 0. Since

F(t) =

(4.27)

di

dt L2(0,f;I°°(iî))

l|VÍ||Lo
(0,í;L2(íí)) +

di

dt L°°0,«;L2(fi)

+
dn

dt
+   ff

L°°(0,f;L2(n))
L°°(0,í;LJ(n)) + h

k+l

is a continuous function in t, there exists some t* > 0 such that

(4.28)
(a)    F(0<tf2(/z;+1+/z£+1)

/+1   ,   ,k+U

0<t<t*,

(b) F(t) = K2(h':i + h^),    t = t

We want to show that t* = T. By the well-known imbedding inequality [11]

for two space dimensions,

(4.29)
-1,1/2

U|lo,TO<tf4fl°gV)       IK» V^Mh'
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and using (4.26) and (4.27), we can derive

F(t) < K3K4(\ogh;X)X/2{4K3h2l+2 + (8*3 + l)hlc+Xhk+X

(4J°) 2k+2
+ (4K3 + \)hp),       0<t<t .

Suppose that the relation

(4.31) h2pk+2(lof>h;x)l/2^0   as/z-0

holds. Then h can be selected to be small enough so that

F(f)<^(hl;x+hkp+x).

Hence, t* = T, and the proof is completed.

The desired L -optimal error estimates now result from the combination of

(4.26), (3.2a), (4.8), and (4.14):

I*'       Clli.°°(.Z;Z,2(£2)) + dt
(C-c)

L°°{J;L2{Cl))

4- UP — nil
+ \\r      P\\l°°(J:L(J;L2(Cl))

(4.32)
+

+

&'-"
+ l|t/-M|

d_

dt
U-u)

L°°(/;Z.2(fi))

L2(J;L2(n)2)

L°°(y;Z.2(£i)2)

<K5(h[+X+hkp + X),        />1,  k>0,

where

L5  - -"-5   \ IMI¿°°(./;^i   <»(£}))>

de
dt

dc_

dt ' IICIIl°°(/;//'+1(Í2))'

9p

dt

L°°{J;Hl+\Cl))

L°°(J;HK+'(a))

L°°(J;iy''°°(Í2))

ö2c

dt¿

d2p

L2(J;Hl+\Cl))

' WP\\L°°(J;Hk'("))'

0^
L2(y;wÄ:+1(n))

'  I^IIl00^;//^1^))'

du

dt L°°(J ; HM (íí))

d2M

öz2
¿2(/;//*+l(íí)) .

Combining (3.2b), (4.26), and (4.29) results in

(4.33)

C - c||¿OV;Loo(Q)) < *6(A¡+1 + /Zp+')(logAc y,

where

í>l,  A:>0,  /? = { ,'

Kb = K(>(K5> IICHl°0(./;»''+'°0(íí)))-
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Applying a similar argument as in deriving (4.10), we see from (4.16b) that

\\n\\0iOO < K\\a(C)a + (a(C) - a(c))(8 + M0)|| log/*;1

<K(h!c+x + hkp+x)iogh;x,

by (4.26) and (4.32). Then the L°°-estimates for the pressure follows by this

estimate and (4.11):

(4.34)     HP-l»llx.-(y:i-(0)) <*"7(*i+1 + A^^logA^1,       />1,*>0,

where K7 = K7(K5).

Finally, we can return to the error estimates for the original dependent vari-

ables c, p, and m, which are the solution of the system (1.1 )—( 1.3). The

reader is being reminded that the error estimates obtained before pertain to the

transformed system whose variables have "*" superscripts. Now define

(4.35) C = C* + r.cn,    P = P* + rhPr),     U = U' + Thun,hS0-- h"o--

where (C*, P*, U*) is the solution of the semidiscrete system (2.5)-(2.7). By

(2.4), the triangle inequality

IIC - HI < IIC* - r*ll 4- \\r  r  - r II||L-        C||  ^  J| *— <~    || T \\rh Cq       Cq||

and (4.32) can be combined with (4.6) to show that

\\C-c\\<K(h'c+x +hp+x),       /> 1, k>0.

By repeated use of (4.6) and (4.32) in the way shown above, we obtain the

main theorem of this paper. For the case of using the Raviart-Thomas space of

index k , k > 0, we thus have

Theorem 4.1. Let (c,p,u) be the solution of the continuous problem (1.1)-

(1.3) and (C, P, U) be defined by (4.35). Suppose that the relation (4.31) on
the diameters h   and hc holds. Then the following estimates hold:

(i)

(4.36)

1^    cllz.°°(y;L2(n))+í^-t
L°°{J;L2(Cl))

+ \\P-P\\L°°(J;L2 ("))

+

+

fa-,)
§¡(U-u)

+ \\U-U\\L°°(J;L2(Ci))2
L°°(J;L2(a))

L2(J;L2(il)2)

<K%(h[+X+hkp + X), l>\,  k>0,
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where the constant K„ depends on

lL°°(7 ;jpi.°°(rj))>
0£
dt L°°(.Z;W1'00(«))

HCllL00(/;//'+1(n))'

0C

9p

0/

Z,00(7;//'+'(ii))

L°°(y;i/*+1(n))

0M|

d2c

dt1

d2p

dt¿

L2(J;HI+\Q))

L2(J;Hk+\Q.))

\\P\\L°°U;Hk '(£!))>

a;
aziui

L°°(J;HM(Q))

d2u

dt¿

\u"L°°(j\Hk+\a))>

L2(J;Hk+\a))

(Ü)

(4.37)

|C - c||£-(/;L-(0)) < *9(/z'+1 + ^+1)(log/zc ')'

/> 1,  fc>0,  0 =
1,

I
2 ' />  1,

where K9 depends on K& and \\c\\L°°ij.WM.°°ta))-

(iü)

(4.38)     \\P-p\\Loo{J.^m<Kxo(hlc+x+hkp+X)\oëh;x, /> 1, fc>0,
(ii))  - --1UV--C '   -p       ' ~"'p

where Kx0 depends on Ks.

As for the case of the BDM space of index k , k > 1, replace every occur-

rence of k by k - 1 in (4.36)-(4.38).

5. Extensions to space in three dimensions

In this section we indicate possible extensions of the analysis in the previous

sections to three dimensions. The pressure equation can be approximated using

the spaces of [2, 8]. The error analysis can be carried out in the same way,

assuming different relations between the discretization parameters.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the mesh parameters satisfy the relations

(5.1) h2pk+2h;x/2 - 0   ash^O.

Then the estimate (4.36) holds.

Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 4.1, making changes when necessary.

It suffices to prove that the induction hypothesis (4.25) holds.

Using the imbedding theorem for Sobolev spaces in R , we get

(5.2) Mlo,6^*Hi
v£ Wx'2(Çï),

and then, by the inverse inequality in the space Mh,

(5.3)
i    il ^   f) -!/2n    n
\V   n  ~, < Kh Mil «•I     I'O , oo   — H     M0, 0 V £ Mh.
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Hence,

(5.4) |M|0^<V~1/2Hp        v£Mh.

It follows from (5.4), (4.26), and (4.27) that

(5.5) F(t) < K3K9h;X/2{4K3h2l+2 + (8K3 + \)h[+Xhkp+X + (4K3 + \)hf+2} .

By (5.1) and (5.5), the induction hypothesis (4.25) is verified.   D

As a final remark, we point out that the relation (4.31) or (5.1) in the paper

is much weaker than the condition

min(/z„+ h~ , hr+ h~ ) -> 0   as h -» 0 for all k,
y L L y

and

7i < hph~  <y2   for k = 0

given in [4].
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